
 

 

  

The tool-free Easy-Click system for the Dali range

13. November 2019 // Did you know? 

The Dali care bed from Burmeier convinces users and dealers with its ease of operation. With the Easy-Click
system, the full-length safety sides can be mounted and dismounted without tools. This saves a lot of time
and effort when assembling and dismounting the bed. Frank Himmelskötter, our product manager for
Homecare, explains the easy handling of the patented Easy-Click system.
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The tool-free Easy-Click system for the Dali range

The Dali care bed from Burmeier convinces users and dealers with its ease of operation. With the
Easy-Click system, the full-length safety sides can be mounted and dismounted without tools. This
saves a lot of time and effort when assembling and dismounting the bed. Frank Himmelskötter, our
product manager for Homecare, explains the easy handling of the patented Easy-Click system.

  

Did you know?



If desired, the 4 bars of the safety sides can be stowed together in a practical carrying bag. So they are
always ready at hand and easy to transport together. The carrying bag can be ordered as an accessory.

 

  

Did you know?

The head and footboards of the Dali beds are already fitted with brackets for the safety sides. Lower the
ends of the bars into the holders of the brackets.

 

  

Did you know?

The bolt on the cap of the bar is placed in the holder and automatically secured by the release button. This
release button is now even easier to recognise thanks to its new orange colour.

 

  

Did you know?

The bar is now securely latched and protected against unintentional release.



  

Did you know?

The protective height of the full-length safety sides on the Dali is 37 cm.

 

  

Did you know?

To lower the safety sides, lift the bar slightly, then press the metal lever down over the bracket and lower the
bar.

 

  

Did you know?

With the Easy-Click system, the bar can also be effortlessly removed again. This is particularly easy if you
pull the orange release button forward with your thumb. The use of a screwdriver or other tools is not
necessary and could damage the bracket.

 



  

Did you know?

The released bars can now be removed upwards and stored in the optional carrying bag.

 

https://www.stiegelmeyer-forum.com/en/did-you-know/the-tool-free-easy-click-system-for-the-dali-range.html
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